
DT340S Pipe Crawler Package 
This DT340 S package includes everything you need as a professional pipe inspector. The system includes 

a pan, tilt and zoom camera to easily view your entire pipe system as well as a tether length counter to 

know where defects are found within the pipe system. The simple to use handheld controller with 

integrated viewing screen includes everything you need to operate your DT340 crawler. 

Package Contents: 

 DT340 Pipe Crawler with PTZ Camera Head 

 150m Tether on Reel with Tether Length Counter 

 Handheld Controller 

 Carrying Cases (2) 

 
Product Description 
The DT340 S Package is ideal for professional pipe inspections. Built on the proven design of Deep 

Trekker remotely operated vehicles, the DT340 Crawler is complete with on-board batteries lasting 

between 4 to 8 hours. Using a hand-held controller with an integrated super-bright viewing screen, 

inspectors can easily maneuver throughout their pipe system. 

The benefit of batteries are numerous, not only can the entire system be deployed by one or two people, no 

additional trucks or equipment are required. The entire system fits into two carrying cases that can be 

easily stored and deployed from a small vehicle or ATV. 

The Standard system comes complete with 4 wheels designed to fit in an 8 inch pipe. Optional wheel sizes 

and tracks are available to properly position the camera head in the center of the pipe. Optional wheels and 

tracks can be added or removed in-field. The options bolt onto the outside of the standard wheels using 

four screws. 
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Pan, Tilt and Zoom (PTZ) Camera Head Specifications:  

Imager: Color 1/4” CCD 

Resolution: 530 TVL, 1.0 lux 

Zoom: 10X Optical, 12X digital 

Features: Auto/manual iris, auto/manual focus 

Tilt Range: 280 degrees 

Pan Range: Infinite (continuous) 

The DT340 S Pipe Crawler is submersible in up to 50m (164 ft.) of water.  

Inspect submerged storm, sanitary, or underwater pipelines with ease. 


